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Universal Box 4.0 BASIC + GSM CDs

NOW ONLY WITH UNIVERSAL BOX 4.0 YOU WILL RECEIVE FREE APPLICATION CALLED 'UNIVERSAL SIMLOCK

REMOVER' WHICH CONTAINS WORKING AND TESTED SOFTWARE FOR MANY MOBILE PHONES.

BESIDES EVERY CUSTOMER WILL GET FREE, UNLIMITED UPDATES OF U.S.R.

Please download the newest USR software for your Universal Box 4.0 on SIMLOCK.GSM-SUPPORT.NET

Universal Box 4.0 is a next generation high-end hardware with 8 connection cables for using in GSM services. Our

hardware has finaly passed all Level2 factory test procedures and is ready for sale on worldwide market. Because on market

we see only new Nokia phones which cannot be unlocked by UB v2.0 because they need Nokia flashing device we decide to

upgrade UB v2.0 with Nokia Flasher. Of course we have made some corrections, so you will not get problem that our UB v4.0

with flasher does not work on your computer (it will work on stationary and laptop PC without any problems). At the moment

UB v4.0 allows to unlock a lot of cellphones and has option to upgrade it with new mobile phone's cables and other

accessories (Car Audio Read Device, SmartCard Reader/Writer) It's great option for people who don't have much time for

searching other devices. Added 4 blinking diodes for Flasher working status. It's great if you want to see how flashing process

works.

Front view of UB 4.0

For singalization of current work status we built-in four leds.

Two RJ-sockets. First is to connect wires for Dejan flasher mode, second is for f/mbus transmission. Back View of UB 4.0

Special wide socket for data transmission

Power supply socket - this is an option - our box can work without power supply, but for your convinience we added cables to

take power source from USB port.
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